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l Woman Around Town 

Designing Woman: Coco Before Chanel 
by Veronica Manlow 

goes up to sit in the boxes. 

Poor Coco. Even we didn't like her until midway through Anne Fontaine's film, 

Coco Before Chane/, when she started to relax , to relate to others, to discover 

herself, and stop dressing like an unreconstructed domestic. Throughout this 

deeply engaging film , clothing mirrors inner changes, emotional turmoil , and 

character developments, as Coco (played by Audrey Tatou) becomes the 

formidable Gabrielle "Coco" Chanel , a woman who will revolutionize fashion 

for generations of women . 

Coco's childhood is spent in an orphanage after she and her sister are 

abandoned by her father. This abandonment haunts Chanel throughout her 

life, leaving her cynical and bitter. The film moves quickly forward introducing 

us to the two men in young Coco's life-her English lover, Boy Cappel 

(Alessandro Nivola) and Etienne Balsan (Benoit Poelvoorde) an 

unconventional bachelor. Both men provide her with a degree of protection 

and love while at the same time offering equal doses of cruelty and 

indifference. 

Working as a seamstress in the French hinterlands, Coco (who takes her 

name from a song about a lost dog) aspires to sing in a Parisian cabaret. 

Somewhat lacking in talent, though charming onstage, Coco fails to impress 

anyone but Balsan . With her options few, Coco leaves her tedious position, 

appearing with her few possessions at Balsan's door. Reluctantly he takes 

her in and she lives as Balsan's "boarder, " paying her keep through favors he 

extracts when drunk. Gradually this relationship evolves into more of a 

friendship but not without Balsan hurting her through his callousness. Notably, 

he invites her to the races but leaves her standing on the sidelines while he 

The film captures the paradox of relationships that can be at once loving and cruel , pleasurable and destructive. After a 

flirtation that culminates in a night of love making with the dashing self-made Englishman, Boy, whom Balsan occasionally 

entertains, Boy asks if he can "borrow" Coco for two days. Two days and nights in Deauville with Boy make Coco renounce 

all her former condemnations of love. She begins to wear red lipstick and more feminine clothing . 
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In a state of euphoria Coco believes she and Boy will be married. Not yet 

having achieved success, Coco is willing to give it all up to be Boy's wife. Boy 

has other ideas; he is planning to marry for money as Balsan soon 

reveals. While neither man can offer Coco the life she truly wants, neither 

wants to let go of her. In the end , she chooses Boy, agreeing to be his 

mistress because he offers Coco a life in Paris , a business, and 

independence from Balsan. 

The relationship with Boy is thrilling and emotionally satisfying for Coco. She 

is unable to contain her enthusiasm when he appears. Yet there is always the realization that he chose another woman over 

her, and that he must return to that woman after their time together. 

Fate makes it own choice for Coco, and the clothing that was coarse and austere at the beginning of the film , and was 

softened though lacking in color or decoration in the middle, becomes truly sublime at the end, achieving the elegant 

simplicity but richness of texture, silhouette and design for which Chanel became famous. In the end, we find a woman 

whose only companion seems to be her cigarette; a modern woman inspired by a love that was at once freeing and 

constraining. Freedom and greatness were cobbled together by forces that Coco seized upon. One suspects that in real life 

Coco might have been more strategic than she is portrayed in this film ; that for Coco destiny was shaped more by careful 

planning than by happenstance. 
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